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SPEAK
OUT
EXPRESS YOURSELF
Feel strongly about what you
read? Please send us your views
and opinions along with your pics
at toinie175@gmail.com. To post
comments/articles/photos online,
register at www.toistudent.com
and start a debate.

Q

Actor Ayushmann
Khurrana says it is not
easy for an outsider to find a
place in Bollywood. Do you think
nepotism rules the Hindi film
industry?

“Do not believe what your teacher tells you
merely out of respect for the teacher.”

i-OPENER

Gautama Buddha

Q

ONE WORLD, DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES
Explore diversity in vision and figure out how the same topic may be viewed
differently by different folks. This is a mirror to society and life
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3 FACTS WE MUST GET RIGHT ABOUT

CHARLES DARWIN
There are several myths
about his life and work. We
debunk some popular ones

NEPOTISM RULES

I

t’s certainly no
cakewalk for new
comers in Bollywood – they have to
struggle for years to
establish themselves
in this industry unlike
the star kids who get
opportunities and
fame on a platter. But it’s the same in
politics as well where nepotism rules
the roost.
ASHISH SINGH, class X, Bal Vidya Mandir
Sr Sec School, Lucknow

STAR KIDS HAVE IT EASY

A

yushman Khurrana is right.
Nepotism rules
in Bollywood. It’s easy
for star kids like
Ananya Pandey to bag
films while newbies
like Tara Sutaria have
to struggle. Jahnvi
Kapoor had it easy being Sridevi and
Boney Kapoor’s daughter. There are
actors much better than star kids but
sadly they don't get a chance.
GEETIKA SHARMA, class VIII, DAV Public
School, Gurugram

STOP
POLLUTION
It’s ban

I

n India, especially
Delhi and Delhi
NCR, there is too
much pollution and a
huge number of people
with their automobiles
on the roads. In order
to control this, our
government should push electric vehicles in a big way to avoid pollution
caused by combustion of fossil fuels.
Since India has a good infrastructure it
should not be difficult. There should
also be efficient traffic police on roads.
NIMISH SEHGAL, class IX, Lord Jesus
Public School, Gurugram

INDIA WILL GET THE CUP
A

A

lot of teams
have the calibre
to ensure their
victory in the upcoming World Cup. But I
feel that India will
bring back the trophy
this time. I certainly
don’t agree with Sunil
Gavaskar that England will lift the Cup.
Be it Test matches, T20s or the ODIs,
Team India has done well for itself so
victory will be ours this time.
DIVYA YADAV, class XI, St Thomas’ School,
Dwarka, New Delhi

R

DEEPANSHI JALAN, class XI,
Presentation Convent Senior Secondary
School, New Delhi

A

SANSKRITI SHAHI, class XII, KV Nazira,
Assam

DEARTH OF READERS
uskin Bond has
rightly pointed
out that India
will soon have more
writers than readers.
Reading, unfortunately,
has ceased to be a
habit among the
younger generation
nowadays as compared to the past.
Ironically, at the same time, the youth of
the country believe that they can reach
out to people by penning down their
beliefs, thoughts and concerns in books!

NOT A BIG DEAL

yushman Khurrana, an outsider himself,
has managed to win us
over with his amazing
acting skills. Other
‘outsiders’ like
Rajkumar Rao, Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Manoj
Bajpayee, Anupam Kher, Sushant Singh
Rajput, Pankaj Tripathi, Vikrant Massey,
Kriti Sanon and Patralekha too have
proved that being an outsider is not a
big deal in the Hindi film industry. All
one needs are the three Ps — patience,
passion and perseverance.

India could soon be
facing a predicament
of having more writers than
readers, feels iconic author
Ruskin Bond. Do you agree?

READING PREFERRED

T

MYTH #1 Charles
Darwin said humans
descended from
monkeys
The common mocking rhetorical
question related to this one is, “If
evolution says we descended from
monkeys then why are there still
monkeys?” But, the bottom-line is
– humans didn’t descend from
apes. In Darwin’s 1871 science-altering book ‘The Descent of Man
and Selection in Relation to Sex’,
the great naturalist and scientist
mused on his theory of evolution.
While he attempted to draw connecting lines between humans,
monkeys, apes, he never explicitly said that humans descended
from monkeys. Instead, he referred
back to ‘On the Origin of Species’,
in which he said,

MYTH #2 Darwin
was the first to
publish a book
about evolution

“Analogy would lead me one step
further, namely, to believe that all
animals and plants have descended from one prototype. But analogy would be a deceitful guide. Nevertheless, all living things have
much in common, in their chemical composition, their germinal vesicles, their cellular structure, their
laws of growth and reproduction.”

Despite the common misconception
that Darwin is solely responsible for
discovering evolution, that is not the
case. The idea of evolutionary biology was not by any means a new
one, with theories that touch on
evolution going all the way back
to at least the 7th century BC.
Much more recently, in the early 19th
century, there was a very popular
theory of evolution proposed by
Catholic scientist Jean-Baptiste
Lamarck. However, Darwin took a
slightly different approach than
Lamarck, suggesting that entirely
different species could share a common ancestor, a so-called branching
model, rather than a “ladder” mod-

Darwin’s main musing
here was that all living things
perhaps descended from one
thing, including humans and
monkeys. He believed that humans and monkeys came from a
common ancestor, with humans
and monkeys having something
more akin to a cousin relationship, than a parent/child one. All
that being said, we now know that
humans are more directly related to apes.

MYTH #3 Darwin
coined the term
“survival of
the fittest”
During this era of Victorian scientific study, nothing was written, studied, or read in a vacuum.

This was certainly the case
when Herbert Spencer coined
the phrase “survival of the
fittest,” which he did after
reading Darwin’s thoughts on
evolution. Freely admitting that
this was based on Darwin’s theories, he wrote in his 1861 book
‘Principles of Biology, “This survival of the fittest, which I have

here sought to express in mechanical terms, is that which Mr
Darwin has called natural selection, or the preservation of
favoured races in the struggle for
life.” Returning the favour, Darwin gives credit to Spencer for
providing a much more “accurate” and “convenient” phrase to
his own principles. Darwin wrote,

el that was so popular in some scientific circles before. In another example, 15 years prior to Darwin’s published work, building somewhat on
Lamarck’s work, there was Robert
Chambers’ ‘Vestiges of the Natural
History of Creation.’
Published in 1844 originally anonymously, it talked of ideas like “stellar evolution” — that stars change
over time — and “transmutation,”
that species change from one form
to another. Later, Darwin would
cite ‘Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation’ in the first edition of ‘On the Origin of Species’,
then again in the sixth edition.
“In my opinion it has done excellent service in this country in
calling attention to the subject,
in removing prejudice, and in
thus preparing the ground for the
reception of analogous views.”

“I have called this principle, by which
each slight variation, if useful, is preserved, by the term Natural Selection,
in order to mark its relation to man’s
power of selection. But the expression
often used by Mr. Herbert Spencer of the
Survival of the Fittest is more accurate,
and is sometimes equally convenient.”
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WHAT IS A TRADE WAR?
It’s what it sounds like — a trade
war is when countries try to
attack each other’s trade with
taxes and quotas. One country will
raise tariffs, causing the other to
respond, in a tit-for-tat escalation.
This can hurt other nations’
economies and lead to rising political tensions between them.

BUT WHAT IS A TARIFF?

The protection of tariffs, quotas, or
subsidies allows domestic companies to hire locally. This benefit
ends once other countries retaliate by creating their own protectionism.

DISADVANTAGES
The trade
conflict
between the
US and China is
in full swing.
But what is a trade war?

It’s a tax on a product made abroad. In
theory, taxing items coming into the
country means people are less likely to
buy them as they become more expensive. The intention is that they buy
cheaper local products instead – boost- your country’s industry, and shield it
from foreign competition.
ing your country’s economy.

WHAT’S A TRADE DEFICIT?
It’s a term meaning the difference
between how much your country buys
from another country, compared with
how much you sell to that country.

WHAT’S PROTECTIONISM?
Protectionism is trying to use
restrictions such as tariffs to boost

ADVANTAGES
If a country is trying to become
strong in a new industry, tariffs will
protect it from foreign competitors.
That gives the new industry’s companies time to develop their own
competitive advantages.
Protectionism also temporarily
creates jobs for domestic workers.

In the long term, trade
protectionism weakens the industry.
Without competition, companies
within the industry have no need to
innovate. Eventually, the domestic
product will decline in quality and be
more expensive than what foreign
competitors produce.

FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS
Free trade agreements reduce or
eliminate tariffs and quotas between
trading partners. The largest agreement is the North American Free
Trade Agreement. It is between the
United States, Canada and Mexico.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership would
have been larger. But President
Trump withdrew the United States
from that agreement.

TOP 10

COUNTRIES
WITH THE
MOST EXPORTS
IN 2017 ($B)
1. CHINA: $2,263B
2. UNITED
STATES: $1,547B
3. GERMANY:
$1,448B
4. JAPAN: $698B
5. NETHERLANDS:
$652B
6. SOUTH KOREA:
$574B
7. HONG KONG:
$550B
8. FRANCE:
$535B
9. ITALY: $506B
10. UNITED
KINGDOM: $445B
SOURCE: HOWMUCH.NET

here are many
who still prefer
reading over
writing. People like it
when they have a pen
or paper to voice their
thoughts, though not
everyone is a good
writer. Reading is
attractive as one gets the opportunity
to travel through someone else’s mind.
The joy of reading is unparalleled.
RISHITA MITTAL, class X, Presentation
Convent Senior Secondary School, New Delhi

WRITING BRINGS FAME

T

oday most adults
and children
seem to be more
interested in writing
than reading. A time
will come when we
have more writers
than readers. Reading
is not really encouraged in many families in India. People
believe that writing brings fame and is
a good career option.
VIPANDEEP KAUR, class VIII, Stepping
Stones Senior Secondary School,
Chandigarh

WRITERS
It’s ban OVER READERS

A

ccording to the
2009 National
Youth Readership Survey, around 83
million Indians call
themselves book readers. But with the country’s burgeoning population, the number of writers in India
could soon overpower the readers.
Authors like Ruskin Bond, Karan Desai,
Anita Desai, Arundhati Roy are good
examples of popular Indian authors who
have become international names.
KYRA KASHYAP, class VIII, Mount St
Mary’s School, New Delhi

BEING A WRITER IS COOL
A

I

n our generation,
being a ‘depressed’
writer is really
'cool'. All you need to
do is have the words
'pain' and 'moon' in
your dictionary and the
time to pen your
thoughts down. But all
of us can’t emulate the success of
Indian-born Canadian author Rupi Kaur.
Where does that leave us. It’s fine to
write, but where are the readers?
SHIVANSHIKA SAMADDAR, class XII,
Convent of Jesus and Mary, New Delhi

WRITING A CAREER OPTION
A

P

ublishing has
reached a point
where more and
more writers are making a living out of it.
So becoming an author
is actually a lucrative
career option. But,
with so many people
writing, there is a danger of having
more writers than readers.
SAAD SHAMSI, class IX, Dev Samaj Modern
School No 2, New Delhi

